The ultimate hot beverage machine! Enjoy coffee, cocoa, soup, and more with this 2-in-1 coffeemaker and hot water system. Easy operation, incredible beverage choice.

What's more important than a good cup of coffee? Cuisinart has been expanding and improving its line of coffeemakers since 19XX in pursuit of the perfect cup of coffee and the simplest brewing experience. From grind and brew to 4-cup models, Cuisinart coffeemakers are designed to deliver the hottest, most flavorful coffee, first cup to last.

What's more important than a good cup of coffee? Cuisinart has been expanding and improving its line of coffeemakers since 19XX in pursuit of the perfect cup of coffee and the simplest brewing experience. From grind and brew to 4-cup models, Cuisinart coffeemakers are designed to deliver the hottest, most flavorful coffee, first cup to last.

Cuisinart knows coffee.

COFFEEMAKERS (listed in reverse order from 2013 Electrics Handbook)

The Kitchenette

4-Cup Coffeemaker with Stainless Steel Carafe

DCC-450BK Big coffee flavor, compact size. Fits any kitchen.

4-CUP • STAINLESS STEEL CARAFE
BLACK & PINK • BREW PAUSE™ • DRIPLESS POUR SPOUT
Grind & Brew™ 12-Cup Automatic Coffeemaker
DGB-550BK

Coffee doesn’t get any fresher! Built-in grinder for bright, complex flavor.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE • GRIND OFF
BREW PAUSE™ • GRIND OFF • AUTO SHUTOFF

The Hot & Fresh

12-Cup Programmable Thermal Coffeemaker
DTC-975BKN

Keeps coffee fresh and hot with Brew Through & Pour Through lid.

12-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE
BREW PAUSE™ • BREW COMPLETE BEEP • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START

The Coffeehouse

Grind & Brew™ 10-Cup Automatic Coffeemaker
DGB-650BC

Full, fresh flavor is easy with this all-in-one machine!

10-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE
BREW PAUSE™ • AUTO GRINDS WHOLE BEANS • GRIND OFF

The Supreme

Grind & Brew™ 12-Cup Automatic Coffeemaker
DGB-625BC

Bring the coffeehouse home with this multifunctional grind and brew coffeemaker.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE
24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START • BREW PAUSE™ • AUTO SHUTOFF

The Complete
Grind & Brew Thermal™ 12-Cup Automatic Coffeemaker
DGB-900BC

In-house burr grinder for guaranteed freshly roasted taste.

12-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE
BURR GRINDER • MOISTURE-PROOF 8 OZ BEAN HOPPER • STRENGTH SELECTOR

The All-Inclusive
Grind & Brew™ 12-Cup Automatic Coffeemaker
DGB-700BC

Customized coffee with our burr grinder! Beans stay fresh in a moisture-proof hopper.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE
GRIND CONTROL • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START • GRIND OFF

The All-Around
10-Cup Thermal Programmable Coffeemaker
DCC-1150BK

Brew easy, start to finish – even self-cleans!

10-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE
BREW PAUSE™ • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START • SELF-CLEANS

The Designer
12-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker
DCC-1100

Delicious, easy coffee, time and time
again. In pink, white, and black.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE

3 COLORS • BREW PAUSE™ • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START

**The Virtuoso**

Brew Central® 12-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker  
DCC-1200

Customized coffee and aesthetic, full programmability. In stainless and metallic red.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE

2 COLORS • KEEP WARM TEMPERATURE CONTROL • SELF-CLEANS

**The Expeditor**

Extreme Brew™ 10-Cup Thermal Programmable Coffeemaker  
DCC-2750

The perfect cup of coffee, brewed up to 25% faster.

10-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE

EXTREME BREW™ • STRENGTH CONTROL • BREW PAUSE™

**The Express**

Extreme Brew™ 12-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker  
DGB-2650

Exclusive Extreme Brew™ technology brews coffee your way up to 25% faster.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE

EXTREME BREW™ • KEEP WARM TEMPERATURE CONTROL • SELF-CLEANS

**The Ultimate**

Coffee Plus® 12-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker and Hot Water System
CHW-12

From coffee and tea to oatmeal and soup! Highly versatile.

12-CUP • GLASS CARAFE
HOT WATER ON DEMAND • SEPARATE WATER RESERVOIR • KEEP WARM TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The Heat Lover's

PerfecTemp 12-Cup Thermal Programmable Coffeemaker
DCC-2900

Revolutionary technology maintains perfectly brewed temperature to the carafe.

12-CUP • THERMAL CARAFE • STRENGTH CONTROL
SLEEK CONTROL PANEL • BREW PAUSE™ • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START

The Brewmaster

Name 14-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker
DCC-3200

Advanced heat technology keeps coffee at the ideal temperature – and flavor.

14-CUP • GLASS CARAFE
NEW LCD DISPLAY • STRENGTH CONTROL • KEEP WARM TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The Barista

Coffee on Demand™ 12-Cup Programmable Coffeemaker
DCC-3000

Pour carafe-free with the double-walled coffee reservoir – one perfect cup at a time.

12-CUP • DOUBLE-WALL COFFEE RESERVOIR
COFFEE GAUGE™ • REMOVABLE RESERVOIRS • 24-HOUR ADVANCE BREW START